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0207 097 1875
info@stretchandtents.co.uk

LIGHTING

Cover Shot: 18m x 15m white stretch - VIP
wedding ceremony, Newark Augustian Priory, Surrey.
Pictured left: 22.5 x 15 Organic Stretch Tent
Crear Weddings in Kilberry, Sotland

TO CANVAS THE WORLD

with structure and aesthetics. Good Design
solutions are not only aesthetically pleasing,
they are driven by years of rigging experience.
Using our awareness of the surrounding space
we design and create sculptural structures.
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WHO WE ARE
Into our 8th season the team have grown over the
years. Our designers and riggers are programmed
to think and focus on the engineering aspects of the
industry. To work at stretch and tents you need a
problem solving mind. The people who are most attracted to us want an outdoors lifestyle, on the road
building structures, planning events and delivering
the ultimate finish. Our riggers are courteous, our
account managers are reactive and our designers
are innovative. We are dedicated to completing
each rig to an excellent finish with an attention to
detail. From design to finish, build to break, and installation to strike S&T is a lifestyle choice.
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Weddings
Weddings are a key part of what we
do. Our in house team of creative designers will inspire you; our range of
production is our niche! We are a one
stop shop ready to cater to the majority of your needs.

YOUR PERFECT DAY
Stretch tents can be manipulated to converge
with multiple, wedding styles. Fusing landscape
and structure. We have a hands on wedding
planning and design team producing Traditional
weddings, Wed Fests, Indian weddings and
Bohemian weddings all over the country and
sometimes beyond.
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Weddings
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Weddings
21 x 15m stretch tent in Blairgowrie,
Scotland. A beautiful dining experience for 150 guests with one side
rigged to the ground.

Festoon lighting, coconut matting,
white linen bunting, folding chairs, at a
country Manor in Somerset.

Aerial shot of a wedding using a 20m
x 15m joined with 10m x 9m using
guttering. This tent was rigged over a
moon gate, rose garden and wedding
dinner set up. Scotland. Photo courtesy
of Nic Barlow.
www.nicbarlow.com

20m x 15m stretch tent with all open
sides for a reception in Scotland with
beautiful lights going over challenging
obstacles.

30m x 15m Two sides
pulled down to the ground with lycra,
protecting the guests from the wind
chill. Photo courtesy of Will King
Norfolk

Large 30m x 15m White stretch
tent with sides down in Scotland
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Festivals

015

Festivals

Festivals
BRAND ACTIVATION
Draw the attention of the crowds with
an inviting and unique stretch tent.
Make the most of your pitch by choosing whether to have the sides up or
down. We can also provide versatile
flooring for your guests and staff to feel
insulated.
STAGE COVER
Save the hassle of a framed
stage and cover your platform
with a stretch tent. With standard poles or truss available up to
6 metres, we can create an attention
grabbing stage in a variety of stretch
tent colours.
DAYTIME EVENT COVER
Sun shade or rain cover for daytime
events such as yoga classes, children’s
activities and performances. Having
the sides up means you still benefit
from all the natural light. Especially
good when the scenery is spectacular.
VIP AREAS
Create a more intimate setting for a
VIP area by having the sides of the
stretch tent down, whilst maximising
the floor space for guests to enjoy. The
art of concierge redifined!
BARS & FOOD SERVICE
Easy to install over containers, vehicles,
archways and large bars for complete
customisation of your space. Add some
festoon lighting, dandydura matting
and sound and festival goers wont be
able to resist the seductive nature of a
stretch tent!
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CORONA SUNSETS
At Corona Sunsets we provided ample cover for the thousands as the
predictable British summer weather
struck. Pictured is our 20m x 15m and
18m x 15m that were rigged liked sydney opera houses!

.
WIMBLEDON
Our 22.5m x 15m at screen on the
green, for Wimbledon Tennis and Formula 1, Parsons Green, London.

BESTIVAL
Following ‘When Nature Calls’, luxuary rest room facilities, all over the
country for high profile festivals. Here
at Bestival is our 30m x 18m orange
stretch rigged over luxury toilet trailers
with 2 sides down

BOARDMASTERS
Boardmasters Festival in Newquay.
Here is a 30m x 15m structure installed for the VIP area and bar. This
sized structure lends itself well to long
bars!
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Corporate

1

2
At Stretch and tents we can help you
create a unique event space for corporate events. In contrast to the pedestrian frame structure experience, offering
a modern take on bedouin tents!
Our in house design team is on hand
to help you select locations, pairing
the perfect space for our canvas and
your company event. We understand
the importance of attention to detail,
challenging time frames and pleasing
your colleagues or customers. From the
fast paced inner city events, to serene
countryside landscapes, our team have
the experience to deliver your concept.
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Private Parties

Private Parties
Our 10m x 12m organic canvas fixed
to the back of the house in North London. With corners down, dressed with
festoon lighting, coconut matting and
matching poles.

A free standing 10m x 15m stretch
tent for a summer party in Guildford
providing trestle tables for drinks and
buffet.

When one stretch tent isn’t enough
have two! Here we rigged our 9m
x 12m with one side down and a 4m
x 4m over decking for a DJ and bar
area in Essex.
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With two sides of this 5m x 9m stretch
tent have been fixed into the brickwork
extending the house cover for a client’s
daughters birthday party.

Two sides of this structure we used
ballast tanks for anchors placed on the
conservatory roof. Our 5m x 9m pink
stretch tent with 15ft x 15ft oak parquet
dancefloor, coloured uplighters and
festoons for a fun cocktail / dancing
party in Putney, London.

This tent has been installed for
a children’s party. Rigged off the
back of a suburban house our 9m
x 10m stretch tent is light and
breezy, perfect for a Summers day!
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Horse Box
HORSE BOX BAR
Our rustic horsebox bar adds a wonderful extra to any event. Its whimsical
essence and neutral tones make it ideal
for any situation and create a fun focal
point.
It has been fully refurbished by our design team into a functioning bar. Using
sustainably sourced oak wood, collected from the South West and copper
finishes, it really is a masterpiece and a
must have for any event.
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Wedding Planning
TAILORED WEDDINGS
You may enquire about our wedding
planning option. Once terms have
been agreed you will be assigned a
specific wedding planner who will design and bring to fruition your wedding.
Helping you choose the best colour
tones, type of chairs, lighting and
even prop choices, your planner will
help bring everything to life. From site
surveys, stock planning, venue managment, site officating, your wedding
planner will be a friend for life!

Info: Battersea Park Bowling Green
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Dining

The dining experience is the heart and
soul of any event. Our handcrafted
rustic tables offer a vintage feel to any
occasion.
If a more sophisticated feel is what you
are after our line of clean cut, stylish
items will be perfect for you.
From bright hues to fresh soft tones
our range of linen can be accustomed
to each dining table. We can pair you
with our renowned florist to create
bespoke pieces to suit your own
ethereal vibe.
We source all cutlery and crockery
to ensure each piece is suited to the
wider landscape.
Dining within a stretch tent creates a
unique atmosphere between you, your
guests and the surroundings
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Design

Design

2.5M INTERNAL
CORNER
DOWN

3M OUTRIG

3M OUTRIG

3M OUTRIG

2.5M INTERNAL
CORNER
DOWN

3M OUTRIG

FLOOR PLANS
We will put together a floor plan at no
extra cost. You can design your own
using our interactive service or why
not ask us about our floor plan bank!

4M

3M OUTRIG
OVER PATH

PATHWAY

3M OUTRIG

5M KING POLE
DUE TO HEIGH
DFFERENCE ON
PATIO

4M

3M OUTRIG

3M OUTRIG

3M OUTRIG

3M OUTRIG

4M

3M OUTRIG

KEY
DRILL
POINTS

DESIGN STAGE
Our drafter can create a bespoke
three dimensional image of your tent.
This will bring your event to life before
a marquee stake has been struck!

3M OUTRIG

4M

3M OUTRIG
OVER HEDGE

HEDGE

3M OUTRIG

2.5M INTERNAL
CORNER
DOWN

3M OUTRIG

PATHWAY
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WALL MOUNTED
HOSE PIPE

DRILL D TO BE
LOCATED 5
COURSES ABOVE
GROUND
RIGHT SIDE OF
DOOR
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Production
Stretch & Tents offers full production,
from audio visual to rustic bars and DJ
pods.
We cater for a huge variety of different events with our own in house production designers, personal wedding
planners and tailored photography
packages.
Our diverse range of rustic production
is an evergrowing wonderland, giving
each event a whimsical touch.
Hand crafted items have been curated
and built to flow with a rustic vibe and
bohemian structure.
Our woodland feel gives a rustic edge
to each wedding. If you prefer a beautifully traditional outlay our design team
can easily facilitate this for you, using
our classical range of superior linen,
illuminating lighting and beautiful floristry.

PROP HOUSE FOR ALL AGES
The depth of our production sets us apart from
the rest. Using our draft house and workshop we
can design, buff, dovetail, paint, spray, mould or
sculpt props. Why not let us varnish your quote
with oil and spray paint your imagination.
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Lighting

Lighting
FESTOONS
Connectable and great for lighting up
the perimiter of the tent using LED or
filament bulbs.

FAIRY LIGHTS
Decorate the inside of your tent and
the garden with fairy lights.

FLOOD LIGHTS
Light up buildings or trees with our
powerful floodlights.

UPLIGHTERS
We have LEDs par cans, indoor and
waterproof outdoor uplighters of varying wattage.
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DISCO LIGHTS
Lasers, audio responsive LEDs, disco
light bar, disco ball.
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HIGH & DRY
Stretch & Tents offer full
protection against the elements. Lycra walls or solid
walls ensure maximum comfort throughout your event.

Flooring

Flooring
COCONUT
Our most popular flooring. A durable
matting with a rough finish.

DANDY DURA
A woven plastic alternative to coconut
matting. Better for wet conditions.

CORD CARPET
Durable with a slightly more luxurious
feel available in a range of colours.

HARD PLASTIC
Can be used under carpet or matting,
or good for catering tents.

RUSTIC WOOD
Raised wooden panels. Our most stable flooring. Can be used under carpet.

STEEL DECKING
Raised steel panels can be carpeted.
Great for staging.

OAK PARQUET DANCEFLOOR

We have several sizes of oak parquet
dancefloors.
Popular sizes:
12x12ft
15x15ft
18x18ft
21x21ft
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BLACK & WHITE DANCEFLOOR

Checkered, black and white dance
floors.
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Heating

Heating
PATIO HEATERS
Freestanding, gas powered patio heaters. Suitable for inside or outside the
tent.

BLOW HEATER
A powerful, diesel indirect heater
which will quickly heat a stretch tent.

FILAMENT HEATER
Filament heater- Mountable filament
heaters with infrared heat

FIRE PIT
Set the scene with a fire pit, not only
great for warmth but also creates a
central feature.
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Bars

Furniture
WHITEWASH WOODEN
A simple, rustic wooden bar with a
whitewashed finish.

BARREL CHAIRS
Comfortable arm chairs made from
authentic whiskey barrels.

VINTAGE CRATES
A metal topped vinatge bar made from
vintage wine crates 1.8m width.

RATTAN SOFA SETS
Ergonomic sofa sets suitable for a variety of arrangements and styles.

ROUND WOODEN
A large bar which can come in sections
or as a full circle 4m round with backbar.
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PALLET CHAIRS
Tables and chairs made from pallets
with cushions..
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Tables

Chairs
RECTANGULAR
Standard Rectangular trestle tables,
great for banquets.

CROSSBACK
Wooden folding chairs, comforatble
and the colour tone matches the wooden poles and coconut.

Popular large sizes 6ft x 2ft 6”

ROUND TABLES
Multiple sizes which seat from 6 up to
12 guests. 5.6 feet or 4ft tables are
common.

RUSTIC TRESTLE
Rustic wooden trestle tables, undressed or dressed., sturdy and a premium product.
2m and 3m lengths available
900cm width
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CHIAVARI
A sturdy banqueting chair with pads,
popular with weddings.

CROSSBACK
Polpular style chair with crossback
bracing
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Photography
TAILORED PHOTOGRAPHY
Stretch & Tents offer full photography packages, from party photos to
wedding packages. We have a fully
qualified licensed drone pilot capible
of capturing your special moment from
every angle.
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All Rights Reserved
0207 097 1875
info@stretchandtents.co.uk

